Faculty of Engineering Management of Poznan University of Technology
DEAR FRIENDS!
We are glad to invite You to participate in the „Summer School – 2019”, which will be held
in Poznan on June 03-07, 2019
The programme includs:

lectures by leading professors in English, visits to world-leading companies, logistic quest, excursions
around Poznan, additional attractions.
The cost of participation in "Summer School – 2019":
240 euro/person;
The cost of participation in "Summer School – 2019" includes:
 providing an official invitation;
 participation in classes, lectures, simulations of "Summer School";
 participation in the logistic quest;
 travel expenses to the 3 world-leading companies;
 expenses for 5 dinners;
 the cost of a weekly ticket for public transport;
 costs for the integration event;
 costs of certificates, prizes and sights
of the "Summer School – 2019";
 expenses for additional attractions.
The cost of "Summer School – 2019"
does not include:





costs of travelling;
costs of accommodation;
insurance for the period of overseas trip;
breakfasts and suppers during the School.

Terms of participation:
1) We ask that by May 6, 2019, fill the form and declare participation:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdsbt2C0_6c3S0b2F5MVVpBQM6BEXIfbRLu8z5euZtoKyUw
TQ/viewform
2) Upon receipt of the cost of the Summer School the participant is guaranteed a reserved place at the
Summer School – 2019.
Organizer and event place: PhD. Eng. Izabela Kudelska, MSc. Eng. Irena Pawłyszyn,
Faculty of Engineering Management and Logistics, Poznan University of Technology,
11 Strzelecka Str., 60-965 Poznań, Poland

THE SUBJEST OF THE LECTURES*

Nr

Topics

Hours

1.

“Identification of logistic processes in production”

4

2.

„TOC (Theory of Constraints) in material flow management”

2

3.

“Flexsim - simulation and modelling logistic processes”

2

4.

“Activity Based Costing in logistics”

3

5.

„ERP systems in logistics”

2

6.

“New product on the market - design, production, make or buy
analysis and profitability analysis”

3

7.

“Petri nets in production management”

2

8.

”Distribution requirements planning - theory, case studies, workshop”

2

9.

Visit to the Factory 1

2

10.

Visit to the Factory 2

2

11.

Visit to the Factory 3

2

12.

Logistic Quest in city Poznan

4
Total hours:

30

* Please, note that the programme is subject to change

Opinions of participants about „Summer School” in Poznań University of Technology
„Summer School in Poznan is a live example of how one can spend time not only with fun, but also with
education. Not for a second did I regret that I took part in the School. Why? Because I obtained new
knowledge and met new people. And that is, definitely, important in everybody’s life. A diverse programme
of the School, excursions to the well-known Polish enterprises, interesting practical lectures, hospitability of
the organizers and Polish students, the beautiful city of Poznan – all that made our week an unforgettable
event. I am grateful to everyone, who was engaged and took part in the Summer School!”
„I am very satisfied with participation in the Summer School in Poznan. I enjoyed everything, because
every day was planned with maximum efficiency. I have never had a chance to take part in such events and I
am very happy that I finally got that possibility. I am glad that I had an experience connected with taking
part in classes with the topic, actual for me, communicating with students who study in the Poznan
University of Technology, exchanging impressions about students’ life and just spend some time in a
wonderful friendly atmosphere.”

